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Abstract 

Elevators are used in a large amount of buildings all over the world for fast and comfortable 
transportation. Today it is becoming increasingly important for people and products to be 
time efficient, and with technological development new solutions are created to answer this 
rising demand. To do this in an elevator context, elevator control strategies are implemented 
as optimal as possible. Machine learning is a relatively new concept, but it is already used in 
attempts to improve the performance of elevator control strategies. In this report the impact 
of machine learning on elevator control strategies is investigated in terms of average 
squared waiting times for the users. Machine learning algorithms can learn from both the 
current and past environments. The impacts of these two environments are also 
investigated. Three static elevator strategies and two versions of a machine learning elevator 
control strategy are implemented and run through a simulator. The results of the 
investigation show that machine learning has a significant impact on elevator control 
strategies and is proven to increase time efficiency with at least about 12.5%. Another 
conclusion drawn is that the current environment is most valuable in the user travel pattern 
down-peak, while information about previous days especially can improve the performance 
in the user travel pattern up-peak. 
  



 
 

Sammanfattning 

Hissar används i ett stort antal byggnader världen över för snabb och komfortabel 
transport. Idag blir det allt viktigare för människor och produkter att vara tidseffektiva, och 
med den teknologiska utvecklingen kan nya lösningar utvecklas för att möta det ökande 
behovet. För att kunna göra det i hissammanhang, implementeras hisskontrollsstrategier så 
optimalt som möjligt. Maskininlärning är ett  relativt nytt koncept, men det används redan i 
försök att förbättra prestandan för hisskontrollsstrategier. I den här rapporten undersöks 
maskininlärningens påverkan på hisskontrollsstrategier med avseende på genomsnittlig 
kvadrerad väntetid för användare. Maskininlärningsalgoritmer kan lära sig från både den 
nuvarande och föregående omgivningen. Dessas påverkan undersöks också. Tre statiska 
hisstrategier och två versioner av en maskininlärande hisstrategi  implementerades följt av 
att de kördes i en simulator. Resultatet av undersökningen visar på att maskininlärning har 
en stor påverkan på hisskontrollsstrategier och ökade tidseffektiviteten med cirka 12.5%. 
En annan slutsats som drogs var att information om den nuvarande omgivningen var mest 
gynnsam i resemönstret down-peak, medan föregående dagar framförallt kan förbättra 
prestandan i resemönstret up-peak. 
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1 Introduction 

Over a long period of time elevators have developed significantly into the complex systems 
used today. Elevator control strategies are used to increase performance and by extension 
also user satisfaction. Many such control strategies have been developed and continue to be 
developed today, but a universal best strategy is yet to be found [1]. Older elevator control 
strategies have the restriction of being static, meaning they have a set response to every 
event. Modern control strategies may instead optimize performance by collecting data about 
its environment and make decisions suitable for that environment [2]. However, constantly 
making the optimal decision is proven to be NP-complete [1]. The requirement for 
adaptation makes elevator systems a viable field of application for machine learning. 
Machine learning as a concept concerns algorithms that learn from data to increase 
performance in the future. In the context of elevators the algorithms are the control 
strategies and the data is the users’ travelling patterns. The data is used to minimize the 
time spent by users in the elevator system.  
 

Time is in an elevator context often measured in three categories: waiting time, travel time 
and the sum of the waiting time and the travel time, called system time. The average squares 
of the respective times can be utilized to minimize outliers [3], as shown in the example in 
Figure 1.  

Average:  
    

 
    

   

 
   

 

Squared average: 
      

 
     

     

 
    

 
Figure 1: A comparison of average and squared average.  

The times 4 and 8 is better since they have the same average as 2 and 10, but lower squared average. 
 

Designers of elevator control systems strive to minimize the time spent in the system, 
whether it is waiting, travel or system time. This thesis is a study of the impact of machine 
learning on the time spent by the users in an elevator system, with the purpose of gauging 
the merit of the machine learning approach. That machine learning can improve the 
performance of an elevator system has already been suggested by Crites and Barto [3]. The 
objective of this thesis is however to examine how much machine learning can increase time 
efficiency for an elevator system compared to the alternative of using static elevator control 
strategies. A machine learning elevator system can learn from both the current and past 
environment and the impact of these two sources of data on the time efficiency are also 
investigated. 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Based on the previous section the question formulation accordingly becomes: How much can 
machine learning increase time efficiency compared to representative static elevator strategies 
and what impact does the current environment and past environment have respectively? 
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1.2 Demarcation of the Problem 

Three representative and illustrative strategies have been selected for the study. These are 
compared with two versions of a machine learning strategy of the authors’ implementation. 
The static strategies are: Collective, Dynamic Load Balancing and Longest Queue First and 
they are explained in section 2.2. The static strategies are used as a baseline to assess the 
effectiveness of the machine learning strategies. The first version of the machine learning 
strategy considers both the current environment and past environment when making 
decisions while the second version considers only the current environment. 
 

The investigated elevator system consists of two elevator cars, both of which have a capacity 
to handle weight corresponding to about ten people. The elevator system is located in a ten 
story office building. Further, the number of people waiting at different floors is assumed to 
be known.  
 

As was stated in Introduction, time in an elevator context can be measured in many ways. 
This study however concerns the average squared waiting time to evaluate the relative 
efficiency and stability of the systems. 
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2 Background 

2.1 General Properties of an Elevator Control System 

2.1.1 Elevator Control System Definition 

An elevator control system handles one or more elevator cars. If it handles more than one 
the term group control, as defined by Siikonen [4], is used. A group control records hall calls, 
calls made from the call halls at different floors, and assigns the calls to the cars according to 
the strategy used [4].  

2.1.2 Decision Constraints 

There are constraining factors for an elevator control system, concerning user satisfaction, 
that have to be considered regardless of the strategy used for managing the elevator cars. 
Crites and Barto [5] write about two such constraints. A car should not move past a desired 
exit floor for any current passengers without stopping. Additionally a car has to serve all 
calls made within the car, car calls, in the current direction before reversing direction.   

2.1.3 Home-landing 

Elevator control systems may park cars at specific popular floors when the cars are not 
serving any users. This feature is referred to as Home-landing in a well known handbook [6]. 
There are two general strategies for determining the home-landing floors: pre-program or 
learn from the environment. The latter configuration is more adaptable, but also more 
complex. To determine the suitable floors the system has to know where most users enter. 
Only registering the hall calls is not adequate since usually only the first person to arrive at 
the call hall presses the button. Koehler and Ottiger suggest two alternative methods for 
counting users arriving at floors: use a camera or calculate the weight of the car before and 
after stops and use the data to estimate the number of users [7]. 

2.1.4 Call Hall Buttons 

In the call hall, there are several possible button configurations. For instance there could 
only be one button at each floor, meaning a user can signal a car but not specify travel 
direction or destination from the call hall. To enable users to signal their intended 
transportation direction, each call hall could have two buttons: one for up and the other for 
down. The precision could be increased further with a digit keypad in every call hall, which 
allows users to indicate their intended exit floor [8].  
 

2.2 Control Strategies 

Elevator systems use control strategies to determine the car movements. Three 
representative strategies are presented in this section. The strategies are frameworks 
describing the principles behind the strategies and thus implementation details may differ. 
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2.2.1 Dynamic Load Balancing 

The Dynamic Load Balancing, or DLB, strategy uses sectors. The sectors are non-overlapping 
and consist of a number of adjacent floors. Together the sectors cover the entire building 
and every sector is assigned to an elevator car. Hence, the number of sectors equals the 
number of cars. DLB tries to balance the workload of the cars by calculating sectors with 
similar amount of users in each sector [9].  

2.2.2 Collective 

The concept behind the Collective strategy is to collect people travelling in the same 
direction in the same car. A car collects users until the last call in the current direction is 
handled and then it reverses direction with the same behaviour. There are several variants 
of the strategy. An elevator system with two cars could be a Duplex Collective. In Duplex 
Collective one of the cars is called the home-landing car. This car parks, if no calls are 
waiting, at a floor where many people are expected to enter, likely the ground floor. The 
other elevator car, called the non-stationed car, parks at its current floor if no calls are 
waiting. The group control assigns all calls above the non-stationed car to the non-stationed 
car, and all up-calls below the non-stationed car to the home-landing car. Further, the group 
control can assign down-calls below the non-stationed car to either the non-stationed car or 
the home-landing car. The home-landing car can also sometimes aid the non-stationed car. If 
the non-stationed car is moving down while a hall call is recorded above it, the home-
landing car may answer the call. Similarly, if the non-stationed car is on its way up while a 
down-call is recorded below it, the home-landing car may answer the call. In order to 
optimize, the cars can dynamically switch designations in response to events [6]. 

2.2.3 Longest Queue First 

The strategy Longest Queue First, LQF, uses a queue to determine which call to serve. When a 
user calls from a call hall, the call is added last to the queue. Consequently the call that has 
been waiting the longest is served first [9]. The call halls only have one button, meaning a 
user cannot specify a direction when signalling a car. Car calls are prioritized higher than 
hall calls, meaning the cars deliver their current passengers before obtaining a new waiting 
call from the queue [9].  
 

2.3 Machine Learning and Elevator Control Systems 

Artificial Intelligence, AI, is intelligence in machines or software. One area within AI is 
machine learning. The principle of machine learning is that a machine is able to learn from 
its environment and adapt. A machine learning framework is reinforcement learning, which 
includes a concept of having a scalar value corresponding to each action, with the goal to 
carry out actions that maximizes the scalar values. The machine has predefined 
environmental depending formulas which values an action with a scalar value [10]. 
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Figure 2: Machine learning process 

 

To learn from the environment, data has to be collected, stored and evaluated by the 
elevator control system as illustrated in Figure 2. All the information about the environment 
builds up a database, which can be used to be flexible during operation and thereby make 
the system as efficient as possible [11]. 
 

2.4 Distribution of Users 

The arrival rate of new users to the elevator system can be presumed to be Poisson 
distributed [4]. The distribution means that events are independent from each other and 
occur randomly in time or space [12], which is the case for people arriving to an elevator 
control system. The arrival rates for each floor may be considered independent from each 
other. From this it can be derived that it is possible to express the mean value for the 
Poisson distribution of total incoming passengers to the system as the sum of the mean 
values of the Poisson distributions associated with each floor.  
 

Since the arrival rate of users to the elevator system may vary during the day, the situation 
can be described by an inhomogeneous Poisson process. A homogeneous Poisson process has a 
constant rate for the random events during the interval. With the inhomogeneous Poisson 
process the rate instead may vary with time and it is possible to express the rate as a 
function of time [13].  
 

2.5 Travel Patterns 

There are often patterns in the users’ usage of an elevator. These are called travel patterns. 
Three main travels patterns exist for users in elevator systems: up-peak, down-peak and 
interfloor [3].  

 Up-peak: Most users enter at a specific floor, most commonly the ground floor, and 
exit at any other floor. 

 Down-peak: Most users enter at different floors and exit at a specific floor, which 
again usually is the ground floor. 

 Interfloor: No floor is significantly more frequent than the others for either entering 
or exiting the elevator system. 
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3 Method 

Simulations are widely used in the elevator area to test control strategies and was therefore 
a suitable method. The simulator allowed different control strategies to be run on the same 
generated scenario, which was based on data provided later in this chapter. There were five 
different control strategies tested. First the three static strategies explained in section 2.2; 
Dynamic Load Balancing, Collective and Longest Queue First. Additionally a machine 
learning strategy with two different versions have been developed. The first version, called 
MLV1, used data from the current environment in addition to information about the past 
environment. The second version, called MLV2, used data from only the current 
environment. This meant the impact of knowledge about the current and past environment 
could be gauged. 
 
The three chosen static strategies were implemented according to their respective 
frameworks, as seen in 2.2. The two versions of the machine learning strategy used a 
priority formula, developed and tuned by the authors, in their decision making process. The 
formula can be seen in A.4.3. The variables of the formula each corresponds to some aspect 
of either the past or current environment that it could be beneficial to consider. When a car 
was ready to serve a new call, all current waiting calls were valued for that car and the call 
with the highest priority was assigned to the car. If no data on the past environment was 
available, those variables were assigned default values. MLV1 also utilized home-landing. 
The complete implementation details for all five strategies can be found in Appendix A. 
 

The simulation consisted of users arriving to the elevator system at different times with 
different arrival and destination floors. The elevator cars of the system handled these calls 
according to the current strategy used. The waiting times of the users were measured and 
an average squared waiting time was calculated, since it was the measurement of 
performance as specified in section 1.2. Average waiting time, Max squared waiting time and 
Max waiting time were also measured. Average waiting time was measured because it is 
more illustrative than average squared waiting time. Max squared waiting time was 
measured to ensure that there were no heavy outliers, as discussed later in 3.4 
Preconditions, and max waiting time was also measured because it is more illustrative. 
 

3.1 Continuous Simulation 

The simulator used continuous simulation, meaning the variables representing the state of 
the system changed in a continuous way [14]. Continuous simulation is suitable when 
variables of a system changes continuously [15], which is the case for elevator systems. The 
passage of time was simulated by the simulator acting in turns, where each turn represented 
a second. Consequently real time was not a factor and therefore neither the hardware of the 
computer running the simulator nor the performance efficiency of the simulator 
implementation was significant. Accordingly the programming language used to implement 
the simulator was also insignificant and Java was chosen. 
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3.1.1 Actions during one Second 

During one second in the simulation, the cars’ states were updated. A car could: 
 Move 
 Open or close doors 
 Dwell at a floor to allow users to enter or exit 
 Stay stationary, idling at a floor 

 

Further, the group control could register new hall calls. The execution time for the car 
actions are specified in Table 1 in 3.2. 

3.2 Simulation Scenario 

The simulator ran the same scenario under the same conditions for all five control 
strategies. It simulated twenty work weeks, Monday to Friday, in a ten story office building 
with the ground floor at floor one. Twenty work weeks is 100 days, which meant the impact 
of chance was minimized. Users entered the elevator system between 07:00 (7:00 A.M.) to 
22:00 (10:00 P.M.) every day. This interval is appropriate for surveys in office buildings 
[16]. To handle users that have not left the elevator system at 22:00, a buffer at the end of 
the day was introduced. This buffer corresponded to the time of an elevator moving from 
the bottom floor to the top floor and back again, stopping at every floor on its way. 
 

The number of passenger journeys during a day was based on a previous case study, by 
Siikonen and others [17]. In the case study about 1400 passenger journeys took place during 
a regular work day in a sixteen story office building. With the same proportions, about 875 
passenger journeys should be made during a day in a ten story office building. 875 was 
therefore the mean number of users per day used for the simulation. Further, no distinctions 
were made between the different work days since work days can be considered equal [17]. 
 

The properties of the elevator system of the building is described in Table 1, where Dwelling 
time is defined as the time a car stays with its doors open at a floor while dropping off or 
picking up a user.  
 
Table 1: Properties of the elevator system. The time properties are based on values provided in The Vertical 
Transportation Handbook [18] 

Number of cars 2 

Time to open and close doors 7 seconds 

Dwelling time 4 seconds 

Travel time between floors 5 seconds 

Capacity per car 10 users 
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3.3 Simulating Users 

A user of the elevator system was in the simulator completely defined by arrival floor, 
destination floor, arrival time and waiting time. The waiting times, used to calculate the 
average squared waiting time, were calculated by subtracting the times when the users’ 
arrived to the elevator system from the times when they were picked up by a car.  

3.3.1 Number of Arriving Passengers 

A list of users was created in the beginning of each day in the simulation. The users had 
specified arrival floors, destination floors and arrival times. The Poisson distribution was 
used for the arrival floor and time, which were set before the destination floor for every 
user. As mentioned in 2.4, inhomogeneous Poisson process may be used to describe the 
arrival rate of a system with a time dependent arrival rate, which is the case for an elevator 
control system. In the simulation, the system mean arrival rate was thus described by a 
function mapping an hour to a system mean arrival rate, the expected number of passenger 
journeys for a specific hour. Table 2 presents this mapping, with the sum of all hours 
equalling the 875 passenger journeys already specified in section 3.2. 
 
Table 2: Mean number of travelling users hourwise based on a previous survey [19]  

Hour 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

Mean arriving 
passengers (per hour) 

60 110 70 30 20 110 140 30 20 60 80 60 60 20 5 

 

3.3.2 Distribution of Passengers 

The distribution for the amount of travelling passengers specified in Table 2 between the 
arrival and destination floors at each hour was calculated by using percentages describing 
the likelihood of a call, at a specific hour, being one of the following three types:  
 

 Incoming calls, arrival was at ground floor. 
 Outgoing calls, destination was to the ground floor. 
 Interfloor calls, neither arrival nor destination floor was the ground floor. 

 

These percentages can be seen in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Likelihood of a call being incoming, outgoing or interfloor hourwise, based on a previous survey [19] 

Hour 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

Incoming (%) 75 75 60 45 40 40 50 45 35 35 15 10 10 10 10 

Outgoing (%) 15 15 30 40 45 45 40 35 45 45 75 75 80 80 80 

Interfloor (%) 10 10 10 15 15 15 10 20 20 20 10 15 10 10 10 
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3.3.2.1 Determining Arrival Floor 

For arrivals at floor one, the Incoming percentage in Table 3 was used. The probability for a 
specific arrival floor differed from floor one was equal to the probability of the call not being 
an incoming call divided by the number of non-ground floors, as is expressed in Formula 1: 
 

   

   
    (1)  

     

The variable a is defined as the probability the call being incoming, n is the number of floors 
in the building and b is the probability for a user to arrive at a specific non-ground floor. It 
was assumed that it was equally likely for a user to arrive at all non-ground floors. 

3.3.2.2 Creating Five Minute Intervals 

When simulating realistic scenarios arrival rates are often specified for every five minute 
interval. This is for instance done in a famous study by Crites and Barto [20]. One hour 
consists of twelve five minute intervals, meaning the system mean arrival rate for the 
specific hour is divided by twelve to obtain the system mean value for every five minutes. 
The calculation approach where the rates for the subintervals are assumed equal has been 
used previously, for example in a presentation from Hamilton Institute [21]. Thus each five 
minute interval receives a system mean value. These values were used to obtain the mean 
arrival rates for each floor for every five minute interval by using the percentages presented 
in Table 3 as described in 3.3.2-3.3.2.1. An example of the process is illustrated in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3: Example of a five minute mean value calculation for floor one at hour seven 

 

The mean values for the five minute intervals were used with Knuth’s algorithm [22], which 
outputs a random integer value from the Poisson distribution given a decimal number. 
These integers represented the number of users arriving to the elevator system at the 
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specific floors within the specific five minute intervals. The exact arrival times within the 
five minute intervals were randomized for all incoming users. The arrival times were still 
part of the Poisson distribution because in the Poisson distribution events are independent 
from each other and can occur at any time, and as long as these approximate conditions are 
fulfilled something can be considered Poisson distributed [12].  

3.3.2.3 Determining Destination Floor 

For calls at specific hours with floor one as destination, the Outgoing percentages presented 
in Table 3 were used. The probability of a user having a specific destination floor other than 
floor one for a specific hour was equal to the probability of the call not being outgoing at that 
hour divided by the number of non-ground floors. This is expressed in Formula 2. 
 

   

   
    (2) 

 

In this formula x is defined as the probability of the call being outgoing, n is the number of 
floors in the building and y is the probability of a user having a specific destination floor 
different from the ground floor. The assumption was that it was equally likely that a user 
leaves at all floors, except from floor one. In the simulation, arrival floor and destination 
floor were never the same for any user, thus the destination for a user was randomized, 
based on the percentages in Table 3, until the already set arrival floor differed from the 
destination floor. 
 

3.4 Preconditions 

In order to use the method, the data presented in 3.2-3.3 used to simulate the users and the 
implementation of the data had to be valid and reliable. The data was valid since it was 
based on well known previous surveys in office buildings. The implementation of the data 
was also verified to be correct based on the results, which is discussed in 5.1. 
 

It was also imperative that the strategies followed their frameworks, meaning their 
implementations were correct. This is very difficult to verify, but the behaviour of the 
implemented strategies were followed during several simulated days, and it was concluded 
that the strategies did behave as expected. Even in the unlikely case that there were minor 
bugs appearing rarely in any of the elevator control strategy implementations, it would not 
affect the result as a whole in a significant way. A max squared waiting time was outputted 
from the simulator. Since this number was not unreasonably high for any of the strategies, 
as verified by the results in 4.2, possible minor bugs appearing rarely did not affect the 
results significantly.  
 

The average squared waiting time for the users was the primary outcome of the simulation. 
All users in the simulation had a stored arrival time, like described in section 3.3. When a car 
picked up a user, the waiting time was instantly set, to the time difference between the 
current time of the simulation and the arrival time. From the saved data it was trivial to 
calculate the squared waiting times, and calculating the average. In the simulation the 
passage of time was simply an integer incrementing each turn, representing one second. 
Consequently the time was always kept correct in the simulation which means that the 
waiting time was set correctly and the method preconditions were fulfilled.  
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4 Result 

The complete output of the simulation may be found in Appendix B. 

4.1 Travelled Users 

In total 87 690 passenger journeys were made during the simulation. The average number 
of passenger journeys during one day was 876.9 which is 0.0217% greater than 875, the 
expected mean value for a day specified in 3.2. 
 

The distribution of average percentages between incoming, outgoing and interfloor calls for 
every hour of a day in the simulation follows in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: Distribution of incoming, outgoing and interfloor calls hourwise 

Hour Incoming (%) Outgoing (%) Interfloor (%) 

7 74.66 15.91 9.43 

8 74.88 16.36 8.76 

9 59.56 31.18 9.26 

10 45.64 40.79 13.57 

11 40.29 46.70 13.01 

12 39.49 46.95 13.81 

13 49.48 41.57 8.95 

14 43.91 37.47 18.62 

15 35.33 47.31 17.36 

16 35.13 46.96 17.91 

17 14.91 75.53 9.56 

18 9.75 76.77 13.48 

19 10.2 80.63 9.17 

20 10.44 80.16 9.4 

21 11.35 78.08 10.57 

 

The output may be compared to the values specified in 3.3, the values in the actual 
simulation output are close to the given values. The arrival and destination percentages for 
the non-ground floors are approximately evenly distributed between the floors, which may 
be seen in Appendix B.   
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4.2 Overall Strategy Performance 

Four primary values were saved for the five strategies: Average squared waiting time, 
Average waiting time, Max squared waiting time and Max waiting time. In accordance with 
the question at issue, the vital output was average squared waiting times. However regular 
average waiting times are also presented since they are more illustrative, as mentioned in 
section 3. The max waiting times and the max squared waiting times are used to verify that 
there are no outliers which discredits the result, as discussed in 3.4. The simulation outputs 
for the five strategies may be seen in Table 5. 
 
Table 5: Output of the strategies 

Strategy Average squared 
waiting time (s) 

Average 
waiting time 

(s) 

Max squared 
waiting time (s) 

Max waiting 
time (s) 

Dynamic Load 
Balancing 

997 22.30 72361 269 

Collective 1295 24.29 32041 179 

Longest Queue 
First 

749 19.76 64009 253 

Machine 
Learning 
Version 1 

666 17.42 47524 218 

Machine 
Learning 
Version 2 

701 18.62 47524 218 

 

The machine learning strategies had the least average squared waiting times and thus the 
best performance, as can be seen in Table 5. MLV1 had an average squared waiting time that 
was 35 seconds less than the average squared waiting time of MLV2. Accordingly MLV2 had 
an average squared waiting time 5.2% greater than MLV1. LQF was the best performing 
static strategy but it still had an average squared waiting time 6.8% greater than MLV2 and 
12.5% greater than MLV1. 
 

The Collective strategy had the worst average squared waiting time, but also had the lowest 
max waiting time and max squared waiting time. DLB had the highest max waiting time and 
max squared waiting time. It had about 1.5 times greater max waiting time than Collective. 
The machine learning strategies had the same max waiting time and max squared waiting 
time. 
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4.3 Strategy Performance by Hour 

The user travelling rate and pattern varied during the day and the average squared waiting 
time varied depending on it. The output of the average squared waiting times hourwise, as 
an average of the whole simulation, is illustrated for all five strategies as a graph in Figure 4.  
 

 
Figure 4: Graph of average squared waiting time hourwise. Best viewed in colour. 

 

As shown in Figure 4, MLV1 performed the best in the up-peak in the morning, with a 
maximum of about 600 seconds squared waiting time. Collective performed the worst in the 
same time interval with a maximum squared average waiting time of about 1400 seconds. 
MLV2 was slightly better than LQF, the best performing static strategy. 
 

At interfloor times in the forenoon and afternoon, the machine learning strategies 
performed approximately the same, with MLV1 being only slightly better. DLB and 
Collective were nearly equal during interfloor times, while LQF was the best static strategy. 
LQF was still worse than the machine learning strategies though. Around lunchtime, 
between 11:00 and 14:00, DLB performed slightly better than Collective, meanwhile LQF 
and both machine learning strategies were approximately equal.  
 

In down-peak, in the afternoon, Collective performed the worst, almost reaching 2000 
seconds in average squared waiting time at one point. LQF was again the best static strategy; 
however the machine learning strategies were even better. The machine learning strategies 
were approximately equal during down-peak. 
 

In summary, LQF had the best performance of the static strategies during the whole day, 
although it was never better than the machine learning strategies. The machine learning 
strategies performed similarly for most of the day. The exception was the up-peak where 
MLV1 performed better. 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Simulation Circumstances 

The results of the study may be analysed to draw conclusions, but if the study was wrongly 
performed those results are insipid. Consequently the data used for the simulation and the 
use of the data itself must have been valid, as discussed in 3.4 Preconditions.  

5.1.1 Implemented Data 

That the data was implemented correct can be concluded, out of the results, to be the case. 
The number of journeys and the distribution of arrival and destination floors in the 
simulation were in fact very similar to the data specified in 3.2-3.3. An average of 876.9 
journeys was made every day, which differs only insignificantly from the number that was 
specified. The distribution of arrival and destination floors was also similar to what was 
specified. For instance hour seven had the specified percentages 75%, 15% and 10% for 
incoming, outgoing and interfloor calls respectively, as seen in Table 3.  The outcome of the 
simulation was for the same hour respectively, as shown in Table 4, 74.66%, 15.91% and 
9.43%. The number of calls having floor one as arrival floor, incoming calls, and the number 
of calls having floor one as destination floor, outgoing calls, were consequently correct. It 
can also be seen in Appendix B that the rest of the arrival and destination floors were evenly 
distributed between the non-ground floors, which was the assumption in 3.3. The conclusion 
is accordingly that the data provided in the method was used correctly in order to obtain the 
results. 

5.1.2 Data Criticism 

Given that the data presented in the method also is representative for office buildings, the 
simulation data should be considered valid and reliable. However there are limits in the 
assumptions made in the method. The assumption that non-ground floors have the same 
probabilities for both arrivals and destinations might not hold in every office building. The 
assumption neglects the fact that there could be floors with more or fewer employees, or 
that one floor might contain a popular restaurant. With a restaurant floor, more users might 
travel there instead of to the ground floor at lunch time. This is not something taken into 
consideration in this study. However, in order to get results that hold in general such 
assumptions cannot be made. Every office building is unique somehow, meaning arrival and 
destination rates at different floors also differ. Since the simulation is run in only a single 
building the generality of the result is somewhat limited.  
 

Further, the data used for the simulation was based on one survey and one case study. It 
would be problematic if these are not representative for most office buildings. However they 
are most likely representative, since both the survey and the case study was carried out by 
well known and competent operators in the area. 

5.1.3 Impact of Elevator System and Building Properties 

Both the elevator system properties and the building properties might have impacted the 
results of the study. For instance the number of cars, the capacity of a car, the travelling 
speed of a car, the time needed to open and close doors and dwelling time, might vary 
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depending on the elevator system. Similarly, the number of floors in the building may vary. 
Consequently, the study carried out might have had other results with other elevator system 
properties and a different number of floors. However, because the elevator system property 
values were based on typical values from The Vertical Transportation Handbook, presented 
in Table 1, they should not impact the generality of the results negatively.  
 

5.2 Performance of the Strategies 

Since the data and elevator system properties can be considered valid, it is possible to draw 
conclusions from the results given that no significant bugs have occurred in the 
implementations of the strategies. In 3.4 it was mentioned that this can be ensured if no 
strategy had an unreasonable high max squared waiting time and consequently also no 
unreasonable high max waiting time. As seen in 4.2, Collective had the lowest max waiting 
time and DLB the highest with 179 and 269 seconds respectively. These times are quite 
long; however they are the longest waiting times during 100 days of simulation. It is likely 
that high load of traffic led to a waiting time close to a worst case scenario sometime during 
those 100 days, meaning these times are reasonable. For scale, a car moving up from floor 
one to ten and back down again, stopping at every floor including the initial floor, takes 288 
seconds. Accordingly there was no significant outlier among the waiting times caused by a 
bug which discredited the results, as discussed in 3.4, and the results should therefore be 
considered reliable. 

5.2.1 Static Strategies 

As mentioned in 4.3, LQF was the best performing static strategy for the simulated scenario. 
This might seem surprising due to the simplicity of LQF, but it can be explained by how the 
other strategies work.  
 

DLB, the second best static strategy, uses an algorithm described in A.1 to assign sectors to 
cars. If this algorithm does not perform very well it decreases the performance of the 
strategy as a whole. It is not unreasonable that a better performing alternative algorithm 
exists. Moreover, the recalculation of the sectors is performed every time a hall call is made, 
and the call is instantly assigned to the car corresponding to the sector containing that floor. 
This approach might not be good and a possible alternative would be that the group control 
waits to recalculate sectors and assign the call to a car until a car becomes available with no 
task. It is possible that the calls were poorly distributed by the group control since DLB had 
such a high maximum squared waiting time. Although, it is difficult to argue whether or not 
these possible changes would improve or worsen the performance of the strategy without 
actually implementing and testing them. 
 

The worst performing strategy overall, Collective, followed a specification called Duplex 
Collective. Thus the functionality was already defined and our interpretation had negligible 
impact, unlike the implementation of DLB. The reason for the poor performance might 
instead be that there is a considerable risk that the elevator cars get bunched. It is likely 
both cars travel in the same direction at some point, when this occur it is almost as if only 
one car existed since neither car will switch direction until every call in the current direction 
are served. Because of this, the Collective strategy performs poorly in traffic patterns where 
there are many users travelling simultaneously [23]. This is the case in the simulated 
scenario as could be seen in Figure 4.  
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5.2.2 Machine Learning Strategies 

5.2.2.1 Comparison to LQF 

Even though LQF was the best static strategy for the simulated scenario, it had an average 
squared waiting time 6.8% greater than MLV2 and 12.5% greater than MLV1. 
 

MLV2 was actually quite similar to the LQF strategy in behaviour as can be seen in Appendix 
A. Both of them served passengers first and when a car was empty and ready to serve a new 
call, the group control would provide a new call. A car stopped if it passed a destination floor 
for any of its current passengers or if the car arrived to the floor of its assigned call. Neither 
strategy used home-landing floors; instead the cars were parked at their current floors. The 
big difference between the two strategies was how the group control assigned calls to cars. 
For LQF the first call made was provided to the first car which was ready to serve a new call. 
For MLV2, all calls were given a priority value using data from the current environment, and 
the call with the highest value for a car was provided to that car when it was ready to serve a 
new call. The strategy’s group control thus had information about how many users were 
waiting at the different floors, how long users had been waiting, what the cars were 
currently doing and where they were located. This information about the state of all users 
and cars in the system was evidently valuable, especially in the afternoon, as can be seen in 
Figure 4.  
 

The information is valuable at that time because arrivals are then quite evenly distributed 
between all the floors, with no floor being significantly more popular than the others. The 
group control may use its information about the environment to respond appropriately to 
the situation. If one car has car calls heading to floors where users are waiting, the other car 
may ignore calls from that floor. It is time wasting for a car to move towards a floor where 
another car will stop anyway, especially since it is unlikely that many users are waiting at 
that floor because of the evenly distributed arrival floors. MLV2 may also take the number of 
waiting users at different floors and their waiting times into account, which can improve 
performance in the afternoon in down-peak. 
 

However, during up-peak LQF was almost as good as MLV2. This can be explained by the 
fact that the behaviour of the two strategies result in similar actions during the up-peak. A 
majority of the calls were made from floor one, meaning LQF often sent cars there. MLV2 
instead sent cars to floor one because the current environment revealed that many users 
were waiting at floor one and some might have waited a long time. 

5.2.2.2 Performance of MLV1 

One finding was that data from the previous environment had a big impact on the average 
squared waiting time. MLV2 had an average squared waiting time that was 5.2% greater 
than MLV1, and as mentioned in 5.2.2.1, LQF had 12.5% greater than MLV1.  
 

Data from previous days had the most impact on performance in the morning during the up-
peak, as shown Figure 4. In the morning, it is very likely that users arrive at floor one. MLV1 
has knowledge about the heavy arrival rate at floor one and takes it into consideration, both 
concerning setting home-landing floors and when valuing a call like described in Appendix A. 
For instance one car will likely have floor one as its home-landing floor, because the 
probability of users arriving there is comparatively high. Thereby squared waiting times can 
be lowered. As for valuing a call, the expected arrival floors at different hours, is taken into 
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consideration. Since many users are expected at floor one, calls made from other floors are 
prioritized. The concept is that outliers are avoided by picking up users from more 
infrequently occurring arrival floors first. The most popular floor, in this study floor one, is 
likely sent a car soon anyway. While serving the more infrequently occurring floors, more 
users might have arrived to floor one in the meantime, and consequently it is possible to 
pick up several users at the time and thereby optimize. Accordingly, previous data allows 
MLV1 to be very effective in up-peak. The same reasoning can also apply for buildings in 
general. At times when many people are travelling from a specific floor, the elevator system 
may adapt and be very effective. This can for example occur in an apartment building when 
people return home in the afternoon, which causes an up-peak.  
 

While the priority formula provided in A.4.3 was optimized, it was found that it was not 
favourable for performance during down-peak to take too much consideration of previous 
data. The reason for this is that in down-peak the arrival floors vary greatly, and it is difficult 
to predict when and where users will arrive to the elevator system. One specific floor is not 
significantly more popular than the other for arrivals, as the ground floor is in up-peak. This 
has two primary consequences: 
 

 Expectations about arrivals are not valuable when deciding the priority of a call. 
 It is difficult to determine favourable home-landing floors.  

 

Because of the difficulty to set up favourable home-landing floors during down-peak, MLV1 
sets its home-landing floors to the cars’ current floors during down-peak, described in 
Appendix A, which is the same as MLV2 does. MLV1 was still slightly better than MLV2 in 
down-peak in the simulation, but the difference was insignificant. Thus data from the 
previous environment had no significant impact on performance during down-peak. MLV1 
had one additional feature which could explain why it was slightly better during down-peak. 
As described in Appendix A, cars acted as collective cars in the most frequent travel direction 
for the current hour, based on previous data. This functionality allowed a car to collect users 
on its way down during down-peak, and might thereby have improved performance. 
 

The above reasoning explains why the previous environment had minimal impact on the 
average squared waiting time when most users travelled downwards. Because of this, the 
two machine learning versions were approximately equal except during up-peak. 

5.2.2.3 Implementations Criticism 

A possible criticism is that the machine learning strategies could have been implemented 
differently. For instance, the strategies could have learned to change strategy in a more 
radical manner depending on the time of the day in another way. As described in Appendix A, 
only MLV1 changed its strategy in other ways than than modifying how calls are valued: 
 

 Cars act as collective elevators in the most frequent travel direction for the current 
hour, based on previous data.  

 Home-landing floors are not set for the cars while the most frequent travel direction 
of the current hour is down, based on previous data. 

 

Thus there could have been much more additional functionalities implemented, which could 
have improved the performance of the machine learning implementations. 
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6 Conclusion 

The study shows that machine learning can improve performance, in terms of average 
squared waiting time, by at least about 12.5%. The static strategies used in this study might 
not be the best static strategies and thus this percentage should not be considered as an 
absolute truth. It is rather an approximate measurement showing the potential of machine 
learning in this context. However the strategies used are representative of how many 
elevator system actually work today, meaning the result should also be representative. 
There might be better ways to implement a machine learning strategy as well, which would 
mean that machine learning could improve the performance even more than the percentage 
specifies.  
 

The results of the study show that in up-peak, data from previous days is very valuable 
because of the knowledge of floor one being popular. The group control can make many 
good decisions using this knowledge. However, in the afternoon when there is much down-
traffic with no floor dominating the arrivals, it is harder to apply the data from previous 
days. Since it is impossible to predict when and where the users will arrive, it is difficult to 
use expectations to make good decisions. Thereby previous data lacks impact in down-peak. 
Instead, the current environment has a larger impact during down-peak. From the current 
environment it is possible for the elevator control system to determine the number of 
passengers that are waiting at different floors, how long they have waited and where the 
cars are currently positioned. With this data the elevator control system can make good 
decisions in down-peak. However data about the current environment does not improve 
time efficiency significantly during up-peak. In fact LQF almost performs the same actions as 
MLV2 during up-peak. 
 

To summarize and answer the question at issue, machine learning can increase time 
efficiency compared to representative static strategies by least about 12.5%. It is difficult to 
provide a definite percentage, but the fact is that machine learning can increase time 
efficiency sufficiently to be considered a valuable approach for elevator control strategies in 
office buildings. Further, both the current environment and previous environment have a 
big impact on time efficiency. Data about the current environment may increase time 
efficiency especially in the down-peak, while data about the previous environment is most 
valuable in up-peak.  
 
This thesis has shown the potential of machine learning to improve the time efficiency of 
elevators. Because only one scenario was considered, future studies can continue to 
investigate machine learning and its impact in the more general case.  
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Appendix A – Implementation Details 

In this appendix the implementation details of the three static strategies and the two 
machine learning strategies are presented. The details are divided into four categories. 
 

1. General properties 
2. Pickup 
3. Drop off 
4. Car movement 

 

A pickup was defined as possible if a car can pick up a user from its current floor without 
exceeding the car’s capacity of ten users. Users not picked up were left at the car’s current 
floor and users were picked up at a floor in their arrival order. 
 

DLB and LQF had one calling button in each call hall. Collective and the machine learning 
strategies had two buttons, one upwards and one downwards. The first user arriving to the 
elevator at a floor pressed the appropriate button in the call hall. If the strategy used two 
buttons the one corresponding to the user’s destination was pressed. 

A.1 Dynamic Load Balancing Implementation 

In the DLB implementation, each elevator car corresponded to a sector. The continuous non-
overlapping sectors were recalculated to balance the loads of the cars, where the load was 
the amount of serving car calls and waiting calls at a given moment. The strategy used the 
number of users in the system, meaning all waiting users in call halls as well as users in the 
cars. The total number of users was divided by the number of cars, resulting in the number 
of users one car should optimally serve. This number was called the threshold and it was 
used in the sector assigning procedure described below.  
 

1. Choose the car containing the fewest users, which has not yet been assigned to a 
sector. If all cars are assigned, jump to item 7. 

2. Set the starting floor, called Y, of the new sector to the lowest floor not already in a 
sector. Add the number of waiting users at Y, to the number of users in the chosen 
car. Call the sum X. 

3. Let Z be the ending floor of the sector, initially set to Y. 
4. If X reaches the threshold or the number of sectors left is equal to the number of 

floors left, set the sector to Y-Z and assign the sector to the chosen car and jump to 
item 1. Else jump to the next item. 

5. Increment Z by one. 
6. Add the number of waiting users at Z to X, let the sum be X. Jump to item 4. 
7. End procedure, the sectors are assigned. 

 

The implementation had the following features: 
 

General properties: 
 The group control recalculates the sectors after every hall call followed by assigning 

the new waiting call to the car with the sector containing the floor of the call. 
 Each car has a list of assigned waiting calls, but a car only considers the first made 

assigned waiting call at a time. 
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 A car only serves assigned waiting calls if the car has no car calls. 
 If a car does not have any car calls or assigned waiting calls, the car becomes 

stationary at its current floor. 
 

Pickup: 
 When a car reaches a floor where it is supposed to stop to serve an assigned waiting 

call or drop off users, the car picks up all the possible users on that floor. 
 If a car stops at a floor to drop off users and every user waiting at that floor is picked 

up, the waiting call for the corresponding users is removed from its assigned car. 
 If a car stops to serve an assigned waiting call and picks up all users at the current 

floor, the waiting call is removed from the stopping car’s assigned waiting calls. 
 If an empty car is idling at a floor when a user calls from that floor, the doors open 

and all possible users are picked up. 
 

Drop off: 
 If a car passes a destination floor for any of its current passengers, the car stops and 

drops off all the users having the current floor as destination floor. 
 

Car movement: 
 Users in a car are prioritized, meaning car calls are served before hall calls. Thus the 

direction of a car is primarily decided by users in the car.  
 A car’s passengers are served in order. The direction of the car is decided by the first 

user who entered the car, although there is a constraint, see next item. 
 A car cannot change direction until every user in the car, wanting to travel in the 

current direction, have been dropped off. 
 A car’s assigned waiting calls are served in order, the first unanswered call first. This 

call decides where the car is moving, unless the car already has passengers. 

A.2 Collective Implementation 

The Collective strategy was implemented as Duplex Collective, described in section 2.2.2. The 
elevator group control had set the home-landing floor to floor one, the ground floor. The 
implementation had the following features: 
 

General properties: 
 The car with the lowest vertical position is continuously set to the home-landing car. 
 The group control assigns new recorded calls directly to the cars according to the 

information that can be seen in this sections Car movement item list. 
 

Pickup: 
 If a car passes a floor with users in the call hall wanting to travel in the same 

direction as the car, the car stops and picks up all possible users that are heading in 
that direction. 

 If a car stops at a floor and picks up all the waiting users there, the waiting call for 
the corresponding users is removed from its assigned car. 

 If a car stops to serve an assigned waiting call and picks up all users at the current 
floor wanting to travel in the current direction, the waiting call is removed from the 
stopping car’s assigned waiting calls. 

 If an empty car is idling at a floor while a user calling from that floor, the doors open 
and all possible users are picked up. 
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Drop off: 
 If a car passes a destination floor for any of its current passengers, the car stops and 

drops off all the users having the current floor as destination floor. 
 

Car movement: 
 A car moves in its current direction until all car calls and hall calls in that direction 

are served. Then it reverses direction with the same behaviour as long as there are 
users in the system. With no users in the system, the car stays at its current floor. 

 If a call is recorded above the non-stationed car, the call is assigned to the non-
stationed car, which starts to move up if the car is empty and idling.  

 If an up-call is recorded below the non-stationed car, the call is assigned to the home-
landing car which starts to move towards the waiting call if the car is empty and 
idling. 

 If the non-stationed car is moving in a direction opposite to where a user making a 
hall call wants to travel, while the home-landing car is idling and has no current 
passengers or waiting calls, the call is assigned to the home-landing car which starts 
moving towards the waiting call. 

 If both cars are moving while a new hall call is recorded below the non-stationed car 
and above the home-landing car, the call is assigned to the car moving in the 
direction of the user, unless the cars have already passed the arrival floor of the new 
call. Else the car with fewest waiting calls is assigned to serve the new call. 

 If no car call or hall call exists in the system, the home-landing car returns to floor 
one and the non-stationed car stays at its current floor. If the home-landing car 
moves towards floor one to park, it may reverse direction in one extra second if it is 
assigned a new call above. 

A.3 Longest Queue First Implementation 

The Longest Queue First strategy had the following features: 
 

General properties: 
 If a car neither has passengers nor a waiting call, the group control assigns the first 

made unanswered waiting call, if it exists one, to the car.  
 A car can only have one assigned waiting call at a time. 
 A car only serves an assigned waiting call if it has no car calls. 
 If a car does not have any car calls or assigned waiting calls it becomes stationary at 

its current floor. 
 

Pickup: 
 When a car reaches a floor where it is supposed to stop to serve an assigned waiting 

call or drop off users, the car picks up all the possible users on that floor. 
 If a car stops at a floor to drop off users and every user waiting at that floor is picked 

up, the waiting call corresponding to the users is removed from either the car 
assigned the waiting call or from the group control’s list of waiting calls if the call is 
not assigned yet.  

 If a car stops to serve an assigned waiting call and picks up all users at the current 
floor, the waiting call is removed from the stopping car’s assigned waiting calls. 

 If an empty car is idling at a floor when a user calls from that floor, the doors open 
and all possible users are picked up. 
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Drop off: 
 If a car passes a destination floor for any of its current passengers, the car stops and 

drops off all the users having the current floor as destination floor. 
 

Car movement: 
 Users in a car are prioritized, meaning car calls are served before hall calls. Thus the 

direction of a car is primarily decided by users in the car.  
 A car’s passengers are served in order. The direction of the car is decided by the first 

user who entered the car, although there is a constraint, see next item. 
 A car cannot change direction until every user in the car, wanting to travel in the 

current direction, have been dropped off. 
 If a car is empty whilst it has a waiting call, it moves towards the waiting call. 

A.4 Machine Learning Implementations 

There were two versions implemented of the Machine Learning strategy. The features 
common to both versions are listed first, followed by features specific to respective version.  
 

Both versions had the following features: 
 

General: 
 A car may be assigned a waiting call by the group control when the car has no car 

calls. 
 A car can only have one assigned waiting call at a time. 
 A car only serves an assigned waiting call if it has no car calls. 

 

Pickup: 
 When a car reaches a floor where it is supposed to stop to serve an assigned waiting 

call or drop off users, the car picks up all the possible users on that floor. 
 If a car stops at a floor to drop off users and every user waiting at that floor is picked 

up, the waiting call corresponding to the users is removed from either the car 
assigned the waiting call or from the group control’s list of waiting calls if the call is 
not assigned yet.  

 If a car stops to serve an assigned waiting call and picks up all users at the current 
floor, the waiting call is removed from the stopping car’s assigned waiting calls. 

 If an empty car is idling at a floor when a user calls from that floor, the doors open 
and all possible users are picked up. 

 

Drop off: 
 If a car passes a destination floor for any of its current passengers, the car stops and 

drops off all the users having the current floor as destination floor. 
 

Car movement: 
 Users in a car are prioritized, meaning car calls are served before hall calls. Thus the 

direction of a car is primarily decided by users in the car.  
 A car’s passengers are served in order; the direction of the car is decided by the first 

user who entered the car. This holds unless the elevator was empty and more than 
one user entered at the same floor, see Car movement in A.4.1-A4.2. There is also a 
constraint, see next item. 

 A car cannot change direction until every user in the car wanting to travel in the 
current direction has been dropped off. 
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 If a car does not have any passengers or an assigned waiting call, the car is provided 
a waiting call from the group control if there exists one. The provided call is the one 
with the highest priority for that car. How the priority is calculated is specified in 
section A.4.3. The direction of the car is hence set to answer the call, unless the 
priority of the call was zero, then the car does nothing and removes the call from its 
assignments. 

 If a car has no car calls or an assigned waiting call, and the group control cannot 
provide a new waiting call, the car returns to a home-landing floor not already 
occupied by another car, see General properties in A.4.1-A.4.2 for details about the 
home-landing floors. 

 If a new call is recorded by a car during the trip to a home-landing floor, the car can 
change direction if necessary in one extra second. If the car already is at its home-
landing floor, it can move directly as long as the doors are closed. 

A.4.1 Additional Features to MLV1 

General properties: 
 Data from every day is collected, including: 

o What percent of users enter and leave at specific floors at specific hours. 
o Average waiting times at specific hours 
o The most frequent travelling direction for the users at specific hours. 

 The priority of a waiting call is calculated depending on current circumstances and 
average statistics from all previous days with Formula 3, presented in section A.4.3.  

 If the most frequent travelling direction of the users at the current hour is down, 
based on previous data, the home-landing floors are set to the current floors of the 
cars. Otherwise the home-landing floors are determined using this previously 
collected data. The floor with the highest incoming percentage of users in the past for 
the specific hour is set to one of the home-landing floors. The other is set to the 
middle floor. If the first home-landing floor is the middle floor, the second home-
landing floor is set to one floor below the middle floor. If no previous data exist, such 
as on the first day of operation, the cars set their home-landing floors to their current 
floors. 

 

Pickup: 
 A car picks up all users at its current floor heading in the same direction as the car, if 

the direction is the most frequent travelling direction for the current hour based on 
collected data from previous days. 

 

Car movement: 
 If more than one user enters an empty car and all of the users want to travel in the 

same direction, the car travels in that direction. Else if more than one user enters an 
empty car and the users do not want to travel in the same direction, it travels in the 
direction in which the floor with the highest percentage of arriving users is located, 
based on previously collected data. If the most frequent arrival floor is the car’s 
current floor, the elevator car travels in the direction in which most users tend to 
arrive. Expectation percentages for arrival floors for all the floors below are 
summarized, and compared to the summarized percentages for the floors above. If 
the percentages are equal, the elevator moves down. 
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A.4.2 Additional Features to MLV2 

General properties: 
 The priority of waiting calls is calculated depending on current circumstances with 

Formula 3, presented in section A.4.3.  
 The cars set their home-landing floors to their current floors. 

 

Car movement: 
 If more than one user enters an empty car and all of the users want to move in the 

same direction, the car moves in that direction. Otherwise it moves down. 

A.4.3 Machine Learning Call Priority Formula 

Machines implementing machine learning may have predetermined formulas to use with 
gathered data to value an action, like mentioned in 2.3. Both the machine learning 
implementations used Formula 3 to value a call, with default values, provided in Table 4, for 
some variables when no previous data existed. 
 

   
 

  
       

 

 
   

         
   (3) 

 
A higher priority value means higher priority. The variables of the formula each corresponds 
to some aspect of either the past or current environment that the authors thought could be 
beneficial to consider. The formula was tested and tuned until a formula with good 
performance was found. The notions of Formula 3 are explained in Table 6. 
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Table 6: An explanation of Formula 3 

Variable Explanation Value 

p  Priority value The result of the formula 

a The current waiting time for the call. Should increase the 
priority value because it is bad if users wait for a long time. 

Waiting time in seconds 

b Percentage of users that had the same arrival floor, as the 
floor the call is made at, previous days at this hour. Should 
decrease the priority value. If the car answers calls from 
non-popular floors first, the chance is bigger that when a car 
reaches popular floors, more users have arrived in the 
meantime. Meaning the car may pick up more users at the 
same time. 
 

-1 default 
 
Percentage in decimal 
form if previous data is 
available  
 

c Increase priority if the call waited longer than the average 
waiting time the same hour previous days. Should increase 
priority value because it is bad if users waited a long time. 
 

1 default 
 
2 if previous data is 
available and the waiting 
time of the call exceeds the 
average waiting time of 
the same hour previous 
days 

d The number of current users waiting at the same floor as the 
call is made at. Should increase the priority value if many 
users are waiting at a floor. 

The number of current 
users waiting at the same 
floor as the call is made at 

e If the call is the only waiting call, use the closest car. Should 
decrease the priority value for a non-closest car enough for 
the car to not answer the call, given the existence of only one 
waiting call. 

0 if there is only one hall 
call and the car is not the 
closest car 
 
1 otherwise 

f Depends on if another car already has a passenger heading 
to the floor from which the call is made at. Should decrease 
the priority value because another car will reach the floor of 
the call. 

12 if another car is 
heading to the floor of the 
call 
 
1 otherwise 

g Depends on if another car already got a waiting call at the 
floor from which the call is made at. Should decrease the 
priority value because another car will reach the floor of the 
call. 

8 if another car is heading 
to the floor of the call 
 
1 otherwise 

 

The first day of simulation, no previous data existed for MLV1, which made it equal to MLV2. 
Hence default values, specified in Table 6, were used for MLV1 for the variables dependent 
on previous data on that day. Similarly MLV2 used the default values every simulated day. 
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Appendix B - Simulation Output 

Output of the simulation as an average of the 100 simulated days: 
 
Collective 
Number of transported persons: 87690 
Average waiting time: 24.28771809784468 
Average squared waiting time: 1295.0303341316 
Average travel time: 41.32777967841259 
Average system time: 65.61549777625727 
Maximum waiting time: 179.0 
Minimum waiting time: 0.0 
Maximum squared waiting time: 32041.0 
Minimum squared waiting time: 0.0 
 
Hour 7, average waiting time: 17.027 average squared waiting time: 809.392 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.7465674110835401 Destination percentage: 0.15913978494623657 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.027460711331679075 Destination percentage: 0.09975186104218363 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.0304383788254756 Destination percentage: 0.08651778329197685 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.027460711331679075 Destination percentage: 0.09478908188585608 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.02663358147229115 Destination percentage: 0.09528535980148883 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.02630272952853598 Destination percentage: 0.09826302729528535 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.030934656741108353 Destination percentage: 0.08899917287014061 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.02663358147229115 Destination percentage: 0.09263854425144748 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.028949545078577336 Destination percentage: 0.095616211745244 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.028618693134822168 Destination percentage: 0.08899917287014061 
 
Hour 8, average waiting time: 25.271 average squared waiting time: 1400.454 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.7488234751314939 Destination percentage: 0.16360616406754636 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.028144320383870075 Destination percentage: 0.09319922487773369 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.028697979145519976 Destination percentage: 0.08655531973793486 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.028697979145519976 Destination percentage: 0.09172280151333395 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.025745132416720495 Destination percentage: 0.09808987727230783 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.02731383224139522 Destination percentage: 0.10131955338193227 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.028328873304420042 Destination percentage: 0.09513703054350835 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.02491464427424564 Destination percentage: 0.09061548399003415 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.029805296668819783 Destination percentage: 0.08655531973793486 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.029528467287994832 Destination percentage: 0.09319922487773369 
 
Hour 9, average waiting time: 16.859 average squared waiting time: 760.047 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.5956050228310502 Destination percentage: 0.3117865296803653 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.04580479452054795 Destination percentage: 0.08304794520547945 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.04366438356164384 Destination percentage: 0.07705479452054795 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.04052511415525114 Destination percentage: 0.0684931506849315 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.046090182648401826 Destination percentage: 0.07876712328767123 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.046232876712328765 Destination percentage: 0.0783390410958904 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.045234018264840185 Destination percentage: 0.07976598173515982 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.04580479452054795 Destination percentage: 0.07106164383561644 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.04509132420091324 Destination percentage: 0.07676940639269407 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.04594748858447489 Destination percentage: 0.07491438356164383 
 
Hour 10, average waiting time: 14.423 average squared waiting time: 585.09 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.45642201834862384 Destination percentage: 0.4079292267365662 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.06684141546526867 Destination percentage: 0.07601572739187418 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.05701179554390563 Destination percentage: 0.056684141546526866 
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Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.0563564875491481 Destination percentage: 0.06389252948885976 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.05897771952817824 Destination percentage: 0.06520314547837483 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.06389252948885976 Destination percentage: 0.07142857142857142 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.05930537352555701 Destination percentage: 0.06684141546526867 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.07044560943643513 Destination percentage: 0.06422018348623854 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.05602883355176933 Destination percentage: 0.06618610747051114 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.05471821756225426 Destination percentage: 0.061598951507208385 
 
Hour 11, average waiting time: 14.556 average squared waiting time: 535.026 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.40285996055226825 Destination percentage: 0.46696252465483234 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.07396449704142012 Destination percentage: 0.059664694280078895 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.07593688362919132 Destination percentage: 0.05917159763313609 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.0601577909270217 Destination percentage: 0.05276134122287968 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.06607495069033531 Destination percentage: 0.0641025641025641 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.0611439842209073 Destination percentage: 0.0641025641025641 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.0670611439842209 Destination percentage: 0.05621301775147929 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.0675542406311637 Destination percentage: 0.059664694280078895 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.06854043392504931 Destination percentage: 0.05276134122287968 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.05670611439842209 Destination percentage: 0.0645956607495069 
 
Hour 12, average waiting time: 24.953 average squared waiting time: 1368.615 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.39487132688446797 Destination percentage: 0.4694287278700493 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.06378901259353896 Destination percentage: 0.062420149662347144 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.0656141631684614 Destination percentage: 0.0643365577660157 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.06634422339843037 Destination percentage: 0.04937032305165176 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.07400985581310458 Destination percentage: 0.055302062420149664 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.06479284540974631 Destination percentage: 0.06251140719109327 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.0677130863296222 Destination percentage: 0.0609600292024092 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.06588793575469977 Destination percentage: 0.05429822960394232 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.06743931374338383 Destination percentage: 0.06114254425990144 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.06953823690454462 Destination percentage: 0.06022996897244023 
 
Hour 13, average waiting time: 26.243 average squared waiting time: 1455.207 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.4947578632051922 Destination percentage: 0.41566222095428285 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.05983881320875829 Destination percentage: 0.07018044362028386 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.05341987019470794 Destination percentage: 0.06411810855145852 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.05477498038656301 Destination percentage: 0.07025176520932887 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.05591612581128307 Destination percentage: 0.06240639041437843 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.054703658797518005 Destination percentage: 0.07075101633264388 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.05691462805791313 Destination percentage: 0.05826973824976821 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.05991013479780329 Destination percentage: 0.0656158619214036 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.05798445189358819 Destination percentage: 0.06026674274302832 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.05177947364667285 Destination percentage: 0.06247771200342343 
 
Hour 14, average waiting time: 14.884 average squared waiting time: 598.404 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.43910925539318024 Destination percentage: 0.3747390396659708 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.06541405706332637 Destination percentage: 0.06784968684759916 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.06263048016701461 Destination percentage: 0.0685455810716771 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.06889352818371608 Destination percentage: 0.07237299930410578 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.06367432150313153 Destination percentage: 0.0720250521920668 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.05706332637439109 Destination percentage: 0.07028531663187196 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.06819763395963814 Destination percentage: 0.06784968684759916 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.05775922059846903 Destination percentage: 0.07063326374391092 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.06297842727905359 Destination percentage: 0.06332637439109255 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.054279749478079335 Destination percentage: 0.07237299930410578 
 
Hour 15, average waiting time: 15.181 average squared waiting time: 557.633 
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Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.35330578512396693 Destination percentage: 0.4731404958677686 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.06973140495867769 Destination percentage: 0.06766528925619834 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.07747933884297521 Destination percentage: 0.05165289256198347 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.07179752066115702 Destination percentage: 0.054235537190082644 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.07283057851239669 Destination percentage: 0.04855371900826446 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.07179752066115702 Destination percentage: 0.061466942148760334 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.06456611570247933 Destination percentage: 0.05785123966942149 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.06973140495867769 Destination percentage: 0.0625 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.07283057851239669 Destination percentage: 0.06043388429752066 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.0759297520661157 Destination percentage: 0.0625 
 
Hour 16, average waiting time: 20.372 average squared waiting time: 985.388 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.35129237999328633 Destination percentage: 0.4696206780798926 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.07166834508224236 Destination percentage: 0.06377979187646861 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.07250755287009064 Destination percentage: 0.05924806982208795 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.07972473984558577 Destination percentage: 0.054380664652567974 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.07183618663981202 Destination percentage: 0.056059080228264516 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.07099697885196375 Destination percentage: 0.06042296072507553 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.07200402819738168 Destination percentage: 0.05673044645854314 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.07385028533064787 Destination percentage: 0.0572339711312521 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.06982208794897617 Destination percentage: 0.0652903658945955 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.06629741524001342 Destination percentage: 0.0572339711312521 
 
Hour 17, average waiting time: 32.814 average squared waiting time: 1973.876 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.14907535539061517 Destination percentage: 0.7553151339791169 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.09259026292615423 Destination percentage: 0.03308592275757957 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.09762234243301045 Destination percentage: 0.026166813435652282 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.09196125298779721 Destination percentage: 0.024279783620581204 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.0992577682727387 Destination percentage: 0.024405585608252612 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.0988803623097245 Destination percentage: 0.03283431878223676 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.09321927286451126 Destination percentage: 0.024279783620581204 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.09296766888916845 Destination percentage: 0.022644357780852938 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.09070323311108315 Destination percentage: 0.03195370486853692 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.09372248081519688 Destination percentage: 0.025034595546609636 
 
Hour 18, average waiting time: 32.238 average squared waiting time: 1848.584 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.0975 Destination percentage: 0.7676666666666667 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.10333333333333333 Destination percentage: 0.027666666666666666 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.10366666666666667 Destination percentage: 0.025666666666666667 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.0925 Destination percentage: 0.02666666666666667 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.09783333333333333 Destination percentage: 0.026333333333333334 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.106 Destination percentage: 0.026833333333333334 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.096 Destination percentage: 0.017666666666666667 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.099 Destination percentage: 0.025333333333333333 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.10366666666666667 Destination percentage: 0.0265 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.1005 Destination percentage: 0.029666666666666668 
 
Hour 19, average waiting time: 32.711 average squared waiting time: 1867.5 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.10196209961428811 Destination percentage: 0.8063055508971994 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.09508636592319303 Destination percentage: 0.021801106825423446 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.10464531276203254 Destination percentage: 0.01861479121247694 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.09877578400134161 Destination percentage: 0.028844541338252556 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.09827268153613952 Destination percentage: 0.020962602716753313 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.09458326345799094 Destination percentage: 0.021298004360221365 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.09894348482307563 Destination percentage: 0.017943987925540836 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.10179439879255409 Destination percentage: 0.02733523394264632 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.10498071440550058 Destination percentage: 0.01626697970820057 
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Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.10095589468388395 Destination percentage: 0.020627201073285258 
 
Hour 20, average waiting time: 25.145 average squared waiting time: 1043.708 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.10440376051459674 Destination percentage: 0.801583374567046 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.11281543790202869 Destination percentage: 0.02127659574468085 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.10687778327560614 Destination percentage: 0.02375061850569025 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.09450766947055914 Destination percentage: 0.027709054923305294 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.09203364670954972 Destination percentage: 0.02078179119247897 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.10341415141019297 Destination percentage: 0.01830776843146957 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.10044532409698169 Destination percentage: 0.02028698664027709 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.09698169223156854 Destination percentage: 0.033151904997525974 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.09450766947055914 Destination percentage: 0.01682335477486393 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.09401286491835725 Destination percentage: 0.01632855022266205 
 
Hour 21, average waiting time: 23.952 average squared waiting time: 830.591 
Floor: 1 Arrival percentage: 0.11346153846153846 Destination percentage: 0.7807692307692308 
Floor: 2 Arrival percentage: 0.07692307692307693 Destination percentage: 0.021153846153846155 
Floor: 3 Arrival percentage: 0.10961538461538461 Destination percentage: 0.021153846153846155 
Floor: 4 Arrival percentage: 0.1 Destination percentage: 0.023076923076923078 
Floor: 5 Arrival percentage: 0.11153846153846154 Destination percentage: 0.038461538461538464 
Floor: 6 Arrival percentage: 0.10384615384615385 Destination percentage: 0.019230769230769232 
Floor: 7 Arrival percentage: 0.11538461538461539 Destination percentage: 0.019230769230769232 
Floor: 8 Arrival percentage: 0.08461538461538462 Destination percentage: 0.03461538461538462 
Floor: 9 Arrival percentage: 0.09807692307692308 Destination percentage: 0.025 
Floor: 10 Arrival percentage: 0.08653846153846154 Destination percentage: 0.01730769230769231 
 
DLB 
Number of transported persons: 87690 
Average waiting time: 22.29640780020527 
Average squared waiting time: 997.025156802372 
Average travel time: 39.03987911962596 
Average system time: 61.336286919831224 
Maximum waiting time: 269.0 
Minimum waiting time: 0.0 
Maximum squared waiting time: 72361.0 
Minimum squared waiting time: 0.0 
 
Hour 7, average waiting time: 19.315 average squared waiting time: 672.849 
Hour 8, average waiting time: 21.684 average squared waiting time: 885.706 
Hour 9, average waiting time: 18.272 average squared waiting time: 694.417 
Hour 10, average waiting time: 16.391 average squared waiting time: 556.621 
Hour 11, average waiting time: 15.831 average squared waiting time: 499.182 
Hour 12, average waiting time: 24.413 average squared waiting time: 1236.328 
Hour 13, average waiting time: 25.796 average squared waiting time: 1398.031 
Hour 14, average waiting time: 16.49 average squared waiting time: 570.077 
Hour 15, average waiting time: 15.987 average squared waiting time: 500.352 
Hour 16, average waiting time: 19.395 average squared waiting time: 792.064 
Hour 17, average waiting time: 26.01 average squared waiting time: 1266.305 
Hour 18, average waiting time: 24.409 average squared waiting time: 1079.746 
Hour 19, average waiting time: 25.141 average squared waiting time: 1131.909 
Hour 20, average waiting time: 21.663 average squared waiting time: 752.637 
Hour 21, average waiting time: 22.346 average squared waiting time: 715.164 
 
LQF 
Number of transported persons: 87690 
Average waiting time: 19.76241304595735 
Average squared waiting time: 748.8776143231839 
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Average travel time: 38.913502109704645 
Average system time: 58.67591515566199 
Maximum waiting time: 253.0 
Minimum waiting time: 0.0 
Maximum squared waiting time: 64009.0 
Minimum squared waiting time: 0.0 
 
Hour 7, average waiting time: 17.341 average squared waiting time: 543.467 
Hour 8, average waiting time: 19.457 average squared waiting time: 715.26 
Hour 9, average waiting time: 16.464 average squared waiting time: 537.007 
Hour 10, average waiting time: 14.892 average squared waiting time: 440.563 
Hour 11, average waiting time: 14.786 average squared waiting time: 421.807 
Hour 12, average waiting time: 20.972 average squared waiting time: 881.556 
Hour 13, average waiting time: 22.84 average squared waiting time: 1059.116 
Hour 14, average waiting time: 14.998 average squared waiting time: 439.86 
Hour 15, average waiting time: 14.795 average squared waiting time: 415.606 
Hour 16, average waiting time: 17.335 average squared waiting time: 580.25 
Hour 17, average waiting time: 22.553 average squared waiting time: 898.757 
Hour 18, average waiting time: 21.709 average squared waiting time: 800.237 
Hour 19, average waiting time: 21.653 average squared waiting time: 782.001 
Hour 20, average waiting time: 20.314 average squared waiting time: 633.316 
Hour 21, average waiting time: 22.172 average squared waiting time: 705.276 
 
MLV1 
Number of transported persons: 87690 
Average waiting time: 17.424005017675903 
Average squared waiting time: 665.7074808986201 
Average travel time: 40.654270726422624 
Average system time: 58.078275744098526 
Maximum waiting time: 218.0 
Minimum waiting time: 0.0 
Maximum squared waiting time: 47524.0 
Minimum squared waiting time: 0.0 
 
Hour 7, average waiting time: 10.134 average squared waiting time: 298.969 
Hour 8, average waiting time: 15.699 average squared waiting time: 605.331 
Hour 9, average waiting time: 13.174 average squared waiting time: 442.93 
Hour 10, average waiting time: 10.329 average squared waiting time: 285.264 
Hour 11, average waiting time: 11.371 average squared waiting time: 272.786 
Hour 12, average waiting time: 21.137 average squared waiting time: 887.646 
Hour 13, average waiting time: 22.555 average squared waiting time: 1027.223 
Hour 14, average waiting time: 10.708 average squared waiting time: 308.396 
Hour 15, average waiting time: 11.696 average squared waiting time: 289.482 
Hour 16, average waiting time: 16.563 average squared waiting time: 562.664 
Hour 17, average waiting time: 21.644 average squared waiting time: 870.204 
Hour 18, average waiting time: 19.39 average squared waiting time: 700.288 
Hour 19, average waiting time: 19.416 average squared waiting time: 698.395 
Hour 20, average waiting time: 14.299 average squared waiting time: 370.162 
Hour 21, average waiting time: 13.376 average squared waiting time: 297.284 
 
MLV2 
Number of transported persons: 87690 
Average waiting time: 18.61881628463907 
Average squared waiting time: 700.6830197285893 
Average travel time: 40.56259550689931 
Average system time: 59.18141179153837 
Maximum waiting time: 218.0 
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Minimum waiting time: 0.0 
Maximum squared waiting time: 47524.0 
Minimum squared waiting time: 0.0 
 
Hour 7, average waiting time: 14.663 average squared waiting time: 441.922 
Hour 8, average waiting time: 18.949 average squared waiting time: 713.012 
Hour 9, average waiting time: 15.564 average squared waiting time: 512.793 
Hour 10, average waiting time: 12.155 average squared waiting time: 322.857 
Hour 11, average waiting time: 11.351 average squared waiting time: 270.533 
Hour 12, average waiting time: 21.546 average squared waiting time: 898.915 
Hour 13, average waiting time: 23.153 average squared waiting time: 1042.132 
Hour 14, average waiting time: 12.393 average squared waiting time: 334.947 
Hour 15, average waiting time: 11.887 average squared waiting time: 298.174 
Hour 16, average waiting time: 16.564 average squared waiting time: 558.167 
Hour 17, average waiting time: 21.671 average squared waiting time: 870.755 
Hour 18, average waiting time: 19.472 average squared waiting time: 700.262 
Hour 19, average waiting time: 19.543 average squared waiting time: 702.218 
Hour 20, average waiting time: 14.354 average squared waiting time: 372.828 
Hour 21, average waiting time: 13.376 average squared waiting time: 297.803 
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